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MY WORKING NOTES AND COMMENTS

AMY SCHULKINS
Missing Person’s Session

ON THE NIGHT OF 30 DECEMBER 2020, AMY SCHULKINS LEFT
HOME AND NEVER RETURNED.
Information I was given after my initial session on 25 February. 36 years old. Missing from Caboolture -
left home 11pm 30/12/20. Visited Burpengarry and house in Caboolture South. Driving White Nissan Patrol.

Found: 20 August-ish 2021. The only information I could find of precise location was 50m to the right of
the Spinnaker Boat Ramp, Bribie Island, her white Nissan Patrol submerged in 4m of water.

Today is 1 November 2021, and I have finally found the time to sit and have a look back at my notes on this
missing person's case. I am always looking to refine my intuitive detective skills and have been awaiting the
time I can look back at my notes to continue to learn, refine and hone my craft. I didn’t invest a lot of time in
this search as I wasn’t employed by family or authorities to do so, but rather a friend of Amy’s who also was
interested to learn more how to do this work. It is an essential part of working in this intuitive detective field
to learn how your senses show up for you, how you can hone and refine, how you can ask questions in a
more relevant way, etc. This is why I like to go back through some of these cases when I can to know
where I could have worked differently or what actually did work well. There are many dots that join up as I
look back on this in terms of location. As for the “foul play”, that has not been confirmed and we may never
know. I am more interested in sharpening the actual search tool so that part I’d probably be more curious
than interested to hear about.

Always remember to DESCRIBE and never name something; eg, there is a large expanse of grass, not a
park or football field. Never assume!

These are my findings from the sessions I worked on earlier this year and comments post Amy being found.
I have my own process for working with missing animals and people. It is very systematic and structured.
The information below isn’t outlined in the way I chicken scratch it on a page, but it’s much easier to read!!
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INITIAL SESSION - 25 FEBRUARY 2021

General Impression:
● Passed. Correct.
● Angry man screaming at her, dark hair, no shirt, tattoos. Unconfirmed, although there is a lot of

information suggesting she had one or two arguments before she went missing that evening.
● Hit from behind. Pain in chest/heart. Fearful. Unconfirmed.
● Dowsed Toorbul reserve (on the point). Dowsing is not a GPS coordinate and for me it is currently

not pin point. This is something I have been working on getting better at. This is in the vicinity.

Smell:
● Salty, ocean type water. Correct.
● Sweet???? Honey???? Unconfirmed. Were there bee hives in the area? I don’t know.
● Rotting animal. Unconfirmed, but they’re everywhere so possible, but of no use for search.

Sounds:
● Running water. River??? Brackish. While I didn’t see specifically what that waterway looked like, it

was narrow like a river as is this passage in a way. More time could be spent looking at this.
Brackish, yes. One of the important things with intuitive detective work is to not assume and name.
It’s all about DESCRIBING. I assumed this was a river when I didn’t actually know that to be certain.
Describe!

● Sounds like a lot of water, like a waterfall. Small waterfall-ish??? Is this the water running through
the car as it sank? More questions could be asked here. Pull in more vision to see what the sound
looked like exactly. Estuaries are brackish water so this is correct.

● Small plane. There is a lot of military significance in this entire area. There is also a warplane
museum in Caboolture in the area.

● Silence, wind in trees. Yes at certain times of day.
● Seagulls. Correct.
● Sheep/Goat baaing? This is representing Goat Island, more confirmation of general location.

Taste:
● Honey. Unknown.

See:
● Rusted car at bottom of ravine(?). I feel like I’m looking up when I stand next to Amy. Or I’m looking

down on Amy. When I landed myself next to Amy, I was looking up. It felt like I was at the bottom of
a ravine looking up to the top of the ravine. The rusted car could represent her vehicle sitting in salt
water and what it would be over time. Or not, unknown, but as I was shown it it was worth looking at
that more. The car was shown to me in an exaggerated way; that is, overly rusted. On reflection, the
looking up is correct in that she is under water and perhaps the best way of finding her was to get
over the top and look down (drone).

● Old wooden sign, paint flaking off. Unknown.
● Looking far far away up to my left, a big grand old hotel. Big open front, curved, big verandah.

Majestic views. To the end of the waterway/river. This was a long way off to the point of not being
seen, but it had a feeling of Grandeur, like a Gone With the Wind type of grand building. But it was a
specific shape and frontage. There is an image of a Fort from WWII which is exactly the building I
saw. This is quite a distance, but as you stand where Amy is, it is definitely to my left and far off. It is
in the Bribie Island area and is again perhaps signifying general location. Another instance of
naming and not describing. My head went off into my Gone With the Wind memories and I assumed
this to be a grand old Queensland style house.
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General:
● Feeling heartbroken, like she’s found something out. Unconfirmed.
● Sheep/Goat Baaing. Goat Island location marker.
● Car looks in one piece. Hidden. Correct. Underwater.

SECOND SESSION - 26 FEBRUARY 2021

General:
● Argument. Unconfirmed.
● Driving off angry. Unconfirmed, but it does point to that with what I’ve heard.
● I feel like she’s being followed. Unconfirmed.
● Open Ocean expanse. Correct.
● Smell fish and chips. Correct there is a seafood cafe at the Marina.
● Gritty underfoot; sandy. This actually had a lightish colour and on reflection could be the sand at the

bottom of the ocean.
● Is she underneath? Buried in ground/tank/covered up. I kept feeling she was in something like a

bunker or tank or something. She was covered. I was drawn to stormwater drains because of the
water factor and being underground. I was looking into old war bunkers, water wells and those types
of areas to see what was around. I did in fact ask to see if she was in her car and underwater, to
both I couldn’t get a straight answer on. I took that as no, so this is something to look more at as
that’s exactly where she was. Was she hidden and then moved? I thought this was a possibility, but
looking now at my dowsing it is perhaps more unlikely than I originally thought. Still a possibility
though.

● Black black black. Yes, she is underwater. Particularly black at night.
● She’s on something hard and thick. Unsure about this. Car seat?
● Dense light, little light looking forward. During the day this is possibly the light. Depends what 4m of

water looks like with the sun.
● Looking straight up into open sky. Correct. Out of her vehicle she would be looking straight up into

open sky.
● Paper bark trees. Gumtrees. Probably, we’re in Australia. And I also read that bees are attracted to

the flowers of these trees so the sweet, honey, bees may make sense here.
● Bees swarming. As above.
● Sweet smell. As above.
● Tip stink. Smells like rotting scaps and tip. There is a waste transfer station nearby.
● Construction noises. Always construction around. Perhaps this is at the marina or nearby???
● Complete blackness. The “wall” is at my nose. Makes sense and being in the vehicle, it is very

enclosed.
● I’m underground. Underwater.
● I hear dripping water. Cave? Tank? Makes sense.
● Echoey. Possibly.
● Boats taking off. Yes, this is interesting. If I was working on this case properly I would be looking at

all the boat ramps in the area. This was a significant feature and the boats were taking off in sound.
They weren’t in open water at full throttle. She was found right near Spinnakers Boat Ramp.

● Seafood, but not fresh. Rotting fish heads in the sun??? Fisherman cleaning fish at the ramp, this
would make sense.

● When I look down, it’s pitch black. She’s in something. Underground tank? Correct, but underwater.
● Fuel station. Red and White striped colours. Freedom Fuels is nearby. Colours red, white, blue. No

stripes though that I can see.
● Kids screaming. School? Playground? I didn’t look for schools or playgrounds, but they were

probably nearby.
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● Planes. Small planes do fly over this area. There is the warplane museum also.
● Smell the ocean. Correct.
● Dowsed: in the vicinity of the marina - Under the bridge near Sandstone Point. So close it’s

ridiculous. That excites me because dowsing is something I have been working on.

THIRD SESSION - 4 MARCH 2021
● Rock with plaque. Commemorative / Memorial stone and plaque. There are a number of these in

the Bribie area with the WWII memorials, etc. There is one that is right nearby though that made me
wonder if I was shown this to again narrow down the area. See map for details.

● Boat ramp within 100m. Correct.
● Cracked tree - hit by lightning perhaps? No idea.
● Island very close by from boat ramp to the left. Correct.
● Yellow/Orange/Red bright colour????? No idea.
● Tunnel. Underwater.
● Service station. Freedom Fuels.
● Small shopping centre. IGA???? Yes, there is an IGA very close. There is also a Foodworks and

over the bridge a Woolworths. It felt like a small independent supermarket like IGA so I would rule
out Woolworths here.

● The top is just above Amy’s head. Solid Steel. I see rust. This vehicle would be rusted from the salt
at some point.

● It’s black during the day with a pinprick of light at the end of the tunnel. Light coming in from right
side. I don’t quite understand what I was seeing here with the tunnel. It did feel like a tunnel so more
work to be done here. Car and tunnel are two different things.

● Night time it is pitch black. Correct.
● Drip, drip, drip, drip. Smells musty and dank. It’s wet. Correct.
● Water tastes very salty in the tunnel/cave. Yes to salt.
● Opening to the right you could stand in. Car door???? Unsure.
● I hear the word “Estuary”. Yes, Pumicestone Passage is an estuary. I almost disregarded this as I

was working on a missing dog in America and I had the same information come through. I thought
I’d made that up, but I’d written it down and then I read that this area is an estuary. Write everything
down!!!

● Smelling a BBQ. Probably.
● Smell rotting fish. Correct.
● Am seeing a playground. Possibly.
● Hearing boats like they’re taking off - fishing boats, dinghies. Correct.
● Helicopter blades slowing almost to a stop. Is there a landing area, tourist attraction here?
● Gazebo. Unknown.
● Marina, ocean, estuary. Marina was given to me and I wrote it down without further thought. Very

interesting to re-read this.
● Foul play. Unconfirmed.
● Prior I see her driving on a narrow backstreet. Feels semi-rural. Unconfirmed.
● Screaming match with a man. Unconfirmed.
● Vintage aircraft nearby. Is this near where she was at this time or now? I think this is more where

she was having the screaming match, not current location. Caboolture Warplane museum.
● Old war planes. Military. As Above.

THIRD DOWSING - UNKNOWN DATE IN FEBRUARY.
Dowsed: just to the right of Sandstone Point, ocean side. In the vicinity.

FOR MY INFORMATION
Definition of Estuary: A partially enclosed coastal body of brackish water with one or more rivers or streams flowing into it, and with
a free connection to the open sea. Estuaries form a transition zone between river environments and maritime environments.
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